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Book Descriptions:

bushnell pinseeker 1500 rangefinder manual

Something went wrong. View cart for details. This is a multilingual instruction manual. There are 14
pages of English instruction. All inside pages are intact. Some pages have light creasing and some
curling from storage. Including the instruction manual there is also two accessories including the
lens wipe and wrist strap.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered
by Verisign. This happens often, I have changed batterys and it. I cant find my manual but I recall
something about avoiding lithium. Thanks for you help You should only use Alkaline Bullseye I just
aquired one but it has no manual.Answer questions, earn points and help others. This is a ” This is a
multilingual instruction manual. Including the instruction manual there is also two accessories
including the lens wipe and wrist strap. Please see photos. ”. We delete comments that violate our
policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our
discretion. When you’re pin high, you don’t have to worry about water hazards, bunkers, or steep
slopes beyond the green. You may miss right or left, but if you don’t short side yourself, you’ll likely
be putting most of the time. In fact, if you attend a professional tournament during a practice round,
you’ll see plenty of caddies using the PinSeeker to doublecheck yardages. The Basics Unlike the
SkyCaddie, which uses a satellitebased global positioning system GPS, the Bushnell PinSeeker uses
a laser to calculate distances. The PinSeeker measures the amount of time the light takes to bounce
off of the object and return. Some simple math that includes the speed of light which is constant
yields a yardage. It weighs only 11.9 ounces, so those that carry their bag won’t notice the additional
weight. The range finder is accurate to up to 1500 yards, though only with the use of a reflector. The
PinSeeker can find a flag from up to 400 yards, and trees from up to about 1000
yards.http://saeronbio.com/userData/board/dell-inspiron-600m-owner-s-manual.xml
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In reality, you’ll never need it for anything over 400 yards. Not while golfing, anyway. Mine has
lasted through 10 rounds and shows no signs of losing power. The two buttons provide for a simple
interface and easy operation. It also features three different modes Scan, PinSeeker, and PinSeeker
with Slope. Scan mode allows you to scan slowly along a tree line while the LCD updates its
measured yardage. This mode is useful if you’re standing on the tee looking for a good yardage to a
tree line, a creek, or a series of fairway bunkers, but won’t be terribly useful on courses with which
you are familiar. PinSeeker mode attempts to find the flag among a sea of highly reflective trees. It
does so by acquiring multiple signals and then displaying the distance to the shortest. The theory
makes sense, and in practice that theory held up. You’ve got to be careful to avoid overhanging
limbs, though, as occasionally the laser will bounce light off of them and you’ll get an unusual
yardage. If you have 140 yards to an elevated green, it’s tough to approximate how long the hole is
playing. Point the PinSeeker at the flag, hold the Power button to acquire the distance, and let go of
the Power button to check the slope. Quite handy! Targets set at 10, 25, 35, 50, 75, 100, 150, and
200 yards were all accurately measured to within a yard or two by the PinSeeker. To check the slope
measurements, I borrowed a friend’s surveying equipment and found the slope measurements to be
similarly accurate. I tried strapping it to the outside of my bag, but it flopped around and got in the
way. Unlike the SkyCaddie and due to its larger size, the PinSeeker can’t be clipped to a strap and
forgotten. If you’re a cartdriving kinda guy, well, you’ve got plenty of room for the PinSeeker. Target
acquisition takes about three to five seconds, and if you work the PinSeeker into your preshot
routine while others are playing, you will not slow up your group at
all.http://aadhaarretail.com/administrator/imagetemp/dell-inspiron-6300-manual.xml
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Unlike the SkyCaddie, the PinSeeker does require a direct line of sight to the target. If you’re
frequently behind trees or play a course with several blind shots, you’re going to be doing a lot of
walking to get yardages, and the PinSeeker may not be for you. Whether or not these averages
coincide with your game I cannot say, but I found the adjusted yardages to be quite accurate for my
game. One hole on my home course typically leaves me anywhere from 50 to 100 yards to a severely
uphill green, and the slope adjustments have proven to be quite a help on this hole. I can dial in
shots within 120 yards quite accurately. The SkyCaddie provides yardages only to the front, middle,
and backs of greens, leaving some guesswork about the yardage to the pin. I’ve put more shots close
to the flag from within 120 yards with the PinSeeker than I did with the SkyCaddie, and that’s
testament enough to me. I not only dropped it in a pond in my testing, but I dropped it on rocks and
a cartpath, in a bunker or two, and plenty of times on the grass. It survived each time, though not
without a small scuff mark or two. You may or may not care how far your neighbor’s front door is
from your house, but with the PinSeeker you can find out. Given the choice between the SkyCaddie
and the PinSeeker, I’ll take the PinSeeker. While the SkyCaddie requires a subscription to enable
some of its features especially if you frequently travel to new courses, the PinSeeker “just works.”
I’m not often behind trees and my home course doesn’t have any blind shots, so I almost always have
a clear view of the flag. The PinSeeker more than makes up for its extra bulk over the SkyCaddie
with the Slope feature. That it measures the distance to the flag and not simply to the edges of the
greens is another bonus. My home course has pretty accurate yardages on the sprinkler heads, but
unless you’re in the middle of the fairway and the pin is in the middle of the green, you’re going to
have some guesswork left.

Simply put, the PinSeeker eliminates the guesswork. After much research it was this review that
finally convinced me to purchase a Bushnell Pinseeker 1500 from GolfGods. Many thanks, keep up
the good work. TheSandtrap has now been added to my favourites list. The sandtrap.com is by far
the best website on Golf!! Thank you for the very informative article! Pull rangefinder out of pocket
in my bag. Aim at flag or other object bunker, front of green, tree. Press the button and then get
read the distance. I can move the rangefinder around and it will give me a continuous reading of
distance. Put the rangefinder back in golf bag pocket. Two hands are better if your hands are
unsteady. I can aim at the flag, and once it is ranging, I then can then move to the front of the green
to figure out how much space I have between the flag and front of green or flag and bunker. No
need to find sprinklers. This is especially good for me, as I am in the rough a bit. No subscriptoin
fees or haivng to download stuff frommy PC. But I then read a bunker or the green surface itself,
which for me is good enough from 200 plus yards.I am not ready to upgrade to the Pinseeker as it is
pricey and a bit larger than the one I currently have. After using a rangefinder I can’t figure why
anyone would use the GPS. I can get that info with a yardage book and a sprinkler head. A couple of
seconds with the rangefinder and you know exactly the distance to the flag. You can then play your
shot accordingly.He doesn’t hunt in the summer so it is mine for golf and I give it back when hunting
season starts. It is the Bushnell Yardage Pro. From what he tells me, the technology is all the same
no matter which model you get. You just get a longer range the higher price you go. Some of the
better models have more accurate crosshairs to make it easier, but that only saves a few seconds.
Always check the local yardage as well.



http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/78873

If you measure something at 180 yards and you are standing on the 150 marker, you probably hit a
tree behind the green. Keep looking until you get the one that makes sense, that is the one you want.
A place like Bass Pro Shops will sell their hunting models even though there is no difference much
cheaper than the golf stores.I liked that I didn’t have to find the course yardage marker, step off the
yardage, add or subtract from the red or blue pins.With the Sky Caddie, sometimes on an overcast
day I could not get readings or they were way off from the Golf Course GPS. Mainly because you get
exact yardage to the pin and can stick it close!!! To me the biggest advantage over GPS is that you
can quite accurately measure the distance to just about anything on the golf course!!. That includes
the golfers in front of you. No more worrying about hitting into them. Measure the distance, from
your ball, to carry a bunker. Measure the distance from the front of the green or a greenside bunker
to the flag. I can’t see why anyone would want a GPS device once they have tried a rangefinder. I did
a bit of research and ultimately came to the conclusion that I was going to go buy the best I could for
as cheap as I could. The Bushnell 1500 Rangefinder with Pinseeker no longer being in production, I
scoured ebay for some weeks and finally picked one up for under A150. This has been particularly
useful over this winter when many winter greens have been used on our course, giving unfamiliar
distances. GPS would not have helped in these circumastances. I did not consider the Slope option
as it is not legal in competition. I have a pinseeker slope version also and never pay any attention to
the slope value. I would not recommend buying a unit with slope. Notify me of new posts by email.
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Though your maximum range will vary from many factors including the angle of incidence to the
target, the targets reflectivity, and the ambient lighting conditions , the PinSeeker 1500 will always
give the best range of any Bushnell unit. The PinSeeker 1500s observing modes include the
PinSeeker mode, which ignores objects behind the pin, as well as a scanning mode which gives
continuouslyupdated readings. Optics are fully multicoated for wonderful resolution and contrast.
The PinSeeker 1500 is Bushnells flagship model and it shows. The wind are green topography are
yours to factor, but theres no doubt that angle compensation measuring can improve your play. This
makes it quite useful for golfers. Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing History
ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. Used GoodThe middle
numbers top, middle, and bottom line are faded. See pictures. Returns are accepted. Please contact
us with any problems. We will be happy to help. Thank you.Please try again.Please try again.Please
choose a different delivery location.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.The Pinseeker 1500 features Selective Targeting Modes, superb optical
quality, 100% waterproof construction, and Bushnells RainGuard coating. The Pinseeker 1500 emits
invisible, eyesafe, infrared energy pulses. Its Advanced Digital microprocessor and ASIC chip
ApplicationSpecific Integrated Circuit results in instantaneous and accurate readings every time.
Sophisticated digital technology instantaneously calculates distances by measuring the time it takes
for each pulse to travel from the rangefinder to the target and back. The ranging accuracy of the
Pinseeker 1500 is plus or minus one yard under most circumstances. The maximum range of the
instrument depends on the reflectivity of the target.

https://egrenage.com/images/bpo-operations-manual.pdf
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The maximum distance for most objects is 1,000 yards, while for highly reflective objects the
maximum is 1,500 yards. The Pinseeker 1500 features a powerful 7x magnification monocular for
viewing your target. Optics are fully multicoated, allowing maximum light transmission for optimum
brightness, superb resolution, and contrast for a clear vivid image even in lowlight conditions such
as dusk or dawn. A liquid crystal display LCD is mounted within the optical system and, when
activated, displays a reticle for targeting, yards and meters, and Mode indicators. Laser Rangefinder
Features Standard with Automatic Scan Scan across the course while viewing a continuously
updated LCD display of the distance between you and your target. Reticle The distance to objects
targeted in these crosshairs will be displayed on the Distance Readout with the press of a button.
Battery Indictor Flashes when battery power is low. Target Quality Gauge Gauge indicating amount
of energy pulses being received back from the target. Pinseeker 1500 Targeting Modes BullsEye
Geared for closerange use, this mode acquires the distances of small targets and game without
inadvertently measuring background target distances. When more than one object is acquired, the
closer of the two objects is shown on the LCD display.. Brush Ignores the foreground, such as brush,
boulders and tree branches, and provides distances on the LCD display to background objects only..
PinSeeker Designed exclusively with the bottom of the cup in mind, this mode allows easy
acquisition of the flag without inadvertently capturing background target distances. When more than
one object is acquired, the closer of the two objects is shown on the LCD display.. Laser Rangefinder
Tech Talk A laser rangefinder is a distancemeasuring instrument that uses laser technology to
calculate the distance to targeted objects.

Then, the rangefinders highspeed digital clock measures the time it took for a laser beam to reach a
target and return to the unit. The entire process is so fast that less than a second elapses between
the time you press the button to generate a laser beam to the time the exact range to your target is
displayed. Ranges for moderately reflective targets, like trees, fall somewhere in the middle. Most
experienced hunters will use their rangefinder to frequently estimate ranges to near and distant
landmarks before they actually encounter a game animal.The Pinseeker 1500 features Selective
Targeting Modes, superb optical quality, 100% waterproof construction, and Bushnells RainGuard
coating. The Pinseeker 1500s Advanced Digital microprocessor and ASIC chip ApplicationSpecific
Integrated Circuit results in instantaneous and accurate readings every time. Optics are fully
multicoated allowing maximum light transmission for optimum brightness, superb resolution, and
contrast for a clear vivid image even in lowlight conditions such as dusk or dawn. Whats in the Box
Rangefinder, case, and strap.Learn More Videos for related products 223 Click to play video POLDR
10x42 Powerful FullSize Binoculars for Adults POLDR Next page Upload your video Video Customer
Review Bushnell Golf Laser Rangefinders See full review Manufacturer Video Onsite Associates
Program To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a
simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later.



BDuBord 5.0 out of 5 stars After using the Pinseeker for a few rounds I quickly learned how to focus
and acquire the desired target in a matter of seconds. As I walk up to my ball I pull out the
rangefinder, acquire the target, put it back in the case and hit the shot without adding more then 10
seconds to my preshot routine.

https://stellabakingcompany.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626e
56cfe3cbe---4-wheel-drive-manual-transmission.pdf

This rangefinder is most definately a game improvement device and has helped me to select the
right club, and in many cases made me aware that I needed to change clubs. In my opinion it is
better then the GPS devices whereas you must have a course loaded or manually enter the course
info beforehand. If you ride in a golf car with GPS and are subject to cart path only, then the point
where your ball lies will only be an estimate of the actual yardage. The Pinseeker can go to any
course in the world and be used immediately on any part of the course. If you are looking for a
device that will help with club selection and game imporvement, then I would highly recommend the
Pinseeker 1500.This particular laser rangefinder is so versatile, Im so glad I purchased it and for
sure, this unit is a definite KEEPER. The pinseeker mode is so sweet that it automatically seeks the
pin for you despite all the landscapes in the background it gives you the distance to the closest
object. So it doesnt matter if your silly hands are shaking, just put the crosshair over the pin and as
soon as it hits the pin, you get the reading. You can aim at anything in that hole; something that a
GPS cant do for you. GPS rangefinder are set to give you the bunker and water hazard reading and
maybe 150 yd. layup. This Bushnell Pinseeker gives it justice when youre out there practicing in the
driving range you can get the actual reading of the flags so you know how far youre actually hitting
your shots. Something that a GPS cant definitely do for you. No annual subscription required and the
hassle of downloading or requesting courses. Its a very straight forward unit. Its worth the
investment. So, what are you waiting forI like to calculate my own angles and account for temp in
multiple rifles so this true distance works great for me. If you use this for golf I would recommend a
shooting sport instead lol.

There isnt anything quite like hitting a steel plate at 1000 yards then 2 seconds later hearing the
bullet impact.It works significantly better than the older version of this same product locking in
much quicker plus it can find the flag MUCH easier. My dad and I both use this when we are playing
golf and find it to be completely reliable. You will also find additional uses for your Yardage Pro
Laser Rangefinder. I use my for sighting in my rifle and for all sorts of other things. One small
downside. You do have to drag it out and sight in every time you need a measurement and that does
get a bit tiresome. The GPS units that are on some golf carts on some courses are VERY convenient
but do not give precise yardage to the pin and other objects. I heartily recommend this product. It
delivers exactly as promised.The new pinseeker feature makes this rangefinder a vast improvement
over the original in terms of locking onto the yardage to the pin. I was amazed and very impressed
with this feature. The 7x reticle also make it much easier to lock onto the pin or any other object on
the course, but it does make holding it steady more of a challenge when ranging distances over 175
yards. In comparison to the Sky Caddie product which provides distance to front, back and middle of
green and some other features on the hole. The rangefinder provides exact distance to the pin; to
the pin placement on any particular day. One can also range to the back and front of the green; the
obvious disadvantage of a rangefinder is that its a lineofsight device. Another use my rangefinder
has is off the tee; to scope the yardages where there is trouble. I am very satisfied with my
purchase.But I think one point is not emphasized enough. But with this Bushnell Pinseeker 1500, you
dont have to nail it. Just aim it generally at the flag and move it around a bit. When it captures the
flag, the yardage is locked in.

So now my aim doesnt matter and I can shoot from much farther away and get the accurate distance
in just a few seconds. One, its not legal and, two, cant you already tell when the hole is uphill or

https://stellabakingcompany.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626e56cfe3cbe---4-wheel-drive-manual-transmission.pdf
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downhill. I think its wasted money although it DOES work as advertised. What a Christmas or
birthday gift!!!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of
1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the
next or previous heading. The PinSeeker 1500 has three observing modes, including the PinSeeker
mode which ignores objects behind the pin when playing golf as well as a scanning mode which
gives continuouslyupdated readings. LCD. To select between yards and meters, look through the
monocular, depressBUSHNELL YARDAGE PRO will return to the last setting used, each time the
unitBattery Compartment. Power Button. Monocular. Mode ButtonThis booklet will help you achieve
optimumTo ensure optimal performanceSophisticated circuitry and a highspeed clock are used to
instantaneouslyThe ranging accuracy of the BUSHNELL YARDAGE PRO is plus or minus one yard.
The maximum range of the instrumentThe maximum distance for most objectsThe color, surface
finish, size and shape of the target all affect reflectivity andRed is highly reflective, forA small
targetThe angle to the target also has anIn addition,Aim the BUSHNELL YARDAGE PRO at a target
at least 20Release the powerYARDAGE PRO’s LCD will remain active and displayIn addition, your.
BUSHNELL YARDAGE PRO’s LCD incorporates illuminated indicators that adviseA summary of
these features is presented belowThe minimum distance in the standard mode is 20 yards.

It can be usedNOTE Objects further away require a slower scanning pace than objects aTo select
between these modes, while looking through the monocular, depressEach successive depression of
the mode buttonGauge indicating amount of energy pulses beingGauge is calibrated to fill squares
from left to right. The higher the number of returning energy pulses, the greater the number ofThis
gauge can be used to scan across aTrouble Shooting Table.A liquid crystal display LCD is mounted
withinThese are a natural characteristic of the. LCD,cannot be fully eliminated in the manufacturing
process and do not affect theDimensions 2.25 x 3.5 x 4.75 inches. Weight 10.4 oz. Magnification 4x.
Display LCD even and odd numbers. Power Source 9 volt alkaline battery user supplied. Total Eye
Relief 25mm. Exit Pupil 4.2 mm. Water resistantFor a more thorough cleaning,If unit powers down
display goes blank when attempting to power the laser. Replace the battery with a goodThere is no
reset button to clear last range reading before ranging another targetTarget range cannot be
obtainedTo do this, hold the power buttonIn the event of a defect under this warranty,
weAuthorized. Service Department. Any return made under this warranty must be accompanied by
the items listed belowAttn. RepairsLenexa, Kansas 66214. Bushnell Performance Optics. Attn.
RepairsRichmond Hill, Ontario L4B 2M9. For products purchased outside the United States or
Canada please contact your localIn Europe you may also contact BushnellBushnell Performance
Optics Service Centre. Columbusstraat 25The Netherlands. You may have other rights which vary
from country to country. Before returning for repair, consult the Trouble Shooting Table. Bone
Collector 202208. Bowhunter Elite 1500 Pinseeker Slope Edition 205103. View online or download
Bushnell ELITE 1500 ARC 205101 User Manual. Bushnell Film Camera Rangefinder Camera User
Manual. If you need the user manual of a Bushnell product, this is the place to be.

Bushnell Elite 1500 205100 Optical Devices Laser Rangefinder download pdf instruction manual and
user guide. 21 Aug 2012. Learn more about our ReturnIf you cannot upgrade your browser or use an
alternative device to visit us,Bushnell Pinseeker 1500 rangefinders are designed with the bottom of
the cup in mind. Bushnell Pinseeker is the only golf rangefinder to compensate for changes in
elevation. It doesnt just tell you how far it tells you exactly how to play it. The Pinseeker 1500 offers
7x magnification, and is rainguard coated, making this Bushnell range finder good for any weather.
With Bushnell Pin Seeker 1500, you never again question the range at the top of your swing. Can
this be fixed by Bushnell, how much costWe recommend contacting the manufacturer for warranty
and repair information. Their contact information can be found at this link It is dead on accurate.
The slope function usually only changes range by less than 10 yards, so it is nice but not necessary.
The 9 volt battery lasts about 5.No apparent reason. Does this with new battery. Also, it does not
pick up white flag well, even with checkerbo.I think a rangefinder without pinseeker is nearly



useless. Pros easy to use; pin seeker is necessary. Cons slope corrections not enoughIf youre a
serious golfer, this is a must have. Since I started using the Pinseeker, Ive taken several strokes off
my scores because of club select. Mint condition. Item comes with the hardcase straps and neck
lanyard. Used twice on a hunting. more trip. From a smoke free pet free home. Sorry no
international shipping A lens cloth, a eyepiece protector and its manual. This is a fantastic
rangefinder. Its in excellent working condition. It looks like new. The view is clean and bright. The
optics are free of any scratches or scuffs. It would be perfect for any avid golfer. Have a look at my
pictures.

Heres some information about the rangefinder The Bushnell PinSeeker 1500 with BuiltIn Scope
Compensator uses a digital inclinometer to determine distances based on the degree of elevation
change. It doesnt just tell you how far it tells you exactly how to play it. Magnification 7x Range
51500yds.It is is Excellent Used Condition. I see no scratches or scars on the model. I am including
the original box and the carrying case. Happy Bidding! Mint condition. Item comes with the
hardcase straps and neck lanyard. Used twice on a hunting trip. From a smoke free pet free home.
Sorry no international shipping Domestically we offer USPS Priority Mail. Parcel Post or UPS
ground. For International orders we ship Priority International and are unable to make any
exceptions. Payment is due within 7 days of winning an auction. We are happy to combine shipping
charges as long as payment is made within 7 days of the oldest item. Please do not pay for any items
until you receive a final invoice for all of the items you wish to combine. We cannot combine any
orders that are paid.When you are finished bidding please direct message us for an invoice. We will
not send a combined invoice unless it is requested. If eBay requires immediate payment for any buy
it now items we are not able to combine the shipping. Please note eBay will automatically open an
unpaid item case on the 8th day if payment has not been received. Manage all your eBay listings
with Kyozou The inside, however, is in great working condition and seems to be accurate. The only
issue is the missing battery cover. Replace that and youve got a complete, working laser
rangefinder. Can even be juryrigged to work by using a piece of foam and tapehow I tested it If
youve got a nonworking Pinseeker 1500 laying around that has a good battery cover, then just put
the battery cover on this one. Listing includes Pinseeker 1500 Laser Rangefinder. Brand new
Bushnell On Tour Laser Rangefinder Carrying Case, and new lanyard.

Shipping will be by USPS. Payment by Paypal only. No exceptions. I will only ship to international
addresses using the Global Shipping Program if this item.If you dont see a selection for Global
Shipping or International shipping. Then its not allowed and wont be available for International
shipping. If its a restricted or unallowed item, and you want it shipped to you in another country,
then you will have to have it shipped to a friend or family member in the USA, with an Ebay
confirmed address, and have them ship it to you. Allow extra time after GSP has received item. GSP
will invoice you for extra shipping costs to ship to your country. Only confirmed addresses will be
shipped to. I say it will take up to 3 business days to cover any unexpected delays. But I usually ship
next day or, sometimes, the same day if I receive payment early enough. Complete payment is due
within 3 days of purchase. Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and
manage your active items. The slope can be actuated on and off for tournament play following USGA
rules. Battery included. Good working order. C ondition GOOD but there is no case and the battery
clasp is broken although it doesnt fall out easily. A tiny bit of electrical tape would do it. Our goal at
Golfbagdrop is to to provide you with quality golf equipment in honest fashion. With unparalleled
customer service. In order to do so, every item we sell, and all the information we provide, needs to
be of the highest standard. We are proud of our 100 percent positive feedback rating, and will
make.We hope you have life long enjoyment playing the greatest game ever played.We are available
7 days a week. Up for auction is this Bushnell Pinseeker 1500 Laser Rangefinder. This unit shows
some wear. There are scratcehs and paint wear spots on the exterior. This device has been tested
and its functionality is verified. Please see actual product images for a closer look.
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